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Research Directions in Requirement Elicitation and Modeling

ABSTRACT
Defining the system requirements is the most important activity in the development of a
software system. This activity usually requires close collaboration of stakeholders with different
and even contradictory needs and perspectives. It is a critical part of software development
because errors at this stage propagate through the development process and very hard to repair
later. Another point is that the software development team are often geographically distributed
from their end users which create communication challenges that impact the effectiveness of
requirement elicitation. This paper shows the current research trend in requirement elicitation. It
also compares a number of elicitation techniques and proposes which method is applicable based
on the software project classification. It describes the main areas of RE practice and highlights
some key future research issues.
The second part discusses the “Requirement modeling” part of Requirement engineering. A
Requirement is a software capability needed by the user to solve a problem to achieve an
objective or a capability that must be met or possessed by the system or system component to
satisfy a contract, standard, specification, or other formally imposed documentation. Requirement
Modeling is an analysis activity during which an initial graphical description of the relationship
between system entities is proposed. This part is divided into three sections: Section 1 explains
about the Requirement modeling its use. Principles, techniques, tools etc. In section 2 various
approaches to requirement modeling is discussed and comparison with the similar approaches is
done. In section 3, different types of requirement modeling methodologies are discussed briefly.
And at the end of this paper State of art of Requirement Modeling is done.

Keywords: elicitation, techniques, state-of-the-art, requirement artifacts, stakeholders, nonfunctional requirements, requirement engineers, use cases, communication.
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REQUIREMENT ELICITATION

1. Introduction
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Though Requirement Engineering is common sense, it is perceived to be difficult, not
well understood and poorly done. It is also about management and hence issues in relation to
requirements and management blend to show how requirements can be used to manage
software development.
Requirements are the basis for every project. It starts with defining the stakeholders –
users, customers, businesses, developers, suppliers involved in the system. To be well
understood by everybody they are generally expressed in natural language and the main
challenge lies here – to capture the need and/or problem completely and unambiguously.
Once the communication is established among the stakeholders, requirements drive the
project activity. The need of the stakeholder may be many and widely varied and can be in
conflict with each other. These needs may not be clearly defined at the start of the project or
even they can be constrained by factors outside their control or may be influenced by other
goals which themselves change in course of time.
Our approach taken in this article is based on current research in Requirement
Engineering; however it has not only taken the academic view but has also built on current
experience of working in industry to enable software engineers to understand the
requirements more successfully. The consequences of having no or little requirements are
many and varied. There is ample evidence around the software industry that failed because
requirements were not properly organized. However well the software may appear to work at
first; if it is not the system that users want or need, it is useless.
The requirements development phase may have been preceded by a feasibility
study, or a conceptual analysis phase of the project. The requirements phase may be broken
down into:
• Requirements elicitation - gathering the requirements from stakeholders
• Analysis - checking for consistency and completeness
• Definition - writing down descriptive requirements for developers and
• Specification - creating an initial bridge between requirements and design.

2. Understanding the Classification
2.1 Main classification of requirements
Requirements are mainly placed into two categories:

•
•

Functional requirements - describe the functions that the system is to execute. They
are sometimes known as capabilities.
Non-functional requirements - requirements are the ones that act to constrain the
solution. Non-functional requirements are sometimes known as quality requirements.

They can be further classified according to whether they are performance requirements,
maintainability requirements, safety requirements, reliability requirements, or one of many
other types of requirements.
2.2 Other types of requirements
•

There are several other classes of requirements such as :
Users' requirements- list the tasks and goals of the user or consumer. User requirements
are intended to make the tool or product easier to use, faster, less error prone. User
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•

•

requirements are separated from other requirements to provide clarity and a focus on user
experience. Under obsolete requirements classifications the inclusion of user
requirements in other requirements has resulted in poor user experiences and, in extreme
cases, the rejection of the application or product.
Business requirements- list the goals of the business. At the highest level, these goals are
to increase revenue, decrease costs, improve data management, increase knowledge
transfer, improve efficiency, and so on. For example, an internal software application is
made only when someone in the business recognizes a need for a better-than-current
system or process and implements a project to fill that need.
Process requirements- specify the limitations on the development processes, methods,
techniques that are allowed to be used in the construction of the target system or
software. In a product manufacturing example, some process requirements would be
manufacturing requirements, or the conditions, processes, materials, and tools required to
get the product from the design board to the end users.

3. Why Requirements Engineering is Difficult?
70% of the systems errors are due to inadequate system specification and 30% of
the system errors are due to design issues.

Figure 1: Reasons of software project failures
RE is the process of defining the problem that the proposed software will solve and
other Software Engineering activities are the process of refining and defining a software solution.
The following issues make RE a tough job:
3.1 The requirement artifacts need to be understood by all the stakeholders; such as
developers, customers, software architects, etc. To be easily understood by all the parties, detailed
notations should be avoided and Requirement Engineers find it hard to make the documents
easily readable.
3.2 Usually it becomes tough to make the assumptions and dependencies of the environment
on the system.
3.3 As the system needs to operate on a combined environment (human-behaviour, hardware
devices, physical world phenomenon, etc) , Requirement Engineers find it hard to cope up
with the complexity of the behaviour that pose on the system.
3.4 Different stakeholders of the system usually have conflicting requirements and the RE
must have a balanced set of requirements to satisfy almost all of them.
3.5 As the RE is a group of technology-oriented people, there remains a communication gap
between them and the customers which leads to the incapability of negotiation.
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Figure 2: Basic features of Requirement Engineering
4. What is Requirement Elicitation?
This is the very first step of Requirement Engineering. It’s all about
understanding the goals, objectives and motives for making a software product. Most of the
researches on elicitation focus on technologies for improving the accuracy, precision and
variety of the requirement details. Information gathered during requirements elicitation often
has to be interpreted, analysed, modelled and validated before the requirements engineer can
feel confident that a complete enough set of requirements of a system have been collected.
Therefore, requirements elicitation is closely related to other RE activities.
5. Classification of Elicitation problems
McDermid [56] gives a classification of elicitation problems:
• Problems of scope The boundary of the system is ill-defined, so that unnecessary design
information may be given, or necessary design information left out.
• Problems of understanding Users have incomplete understanding of their needs, analysts
have poor knowledge of the problem domain, user and analyst speak different languages,
“obvious” information may be omitted, different stakeholders may have conflicting needs
or perceptions of their needs, requirements are often vaguely expressed.
• Problems of volatility Requirements evolve over time, either because of changing needs
or because of changing perceptions by the stakeholders.
6.

Starting as a new field of research

The Requirement elicitation studies began during the 90’s. By the early 90’s RE became as
a field at its own right. RE professionals had two series of international meetings – the IEEE
conference and symposium and the establishment of an international journal published by the
‘Springers’. The field has become large enough to support small meetings and workshops in
various countries by the late 90’s. The basic questions that have been addressed over the years
are:
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1) What aspects to model in the ‘why-what-how’ range- determines the ontology of
conceptual units in terms of which models will be built - e.g., data, operations, events, goals,
agents, and so forth.
2) How to model such aspects- determines the structuring relationships in terms of which such
units will be composed and linked together - e.g., input/output, trigger, generalization,
refinement, responsibility assignment, and so forth.
3) How to define the model precisely- determines the informal, semiformal, or formal
specification technique used to define the required properties of model components precisely.
4) How to reason about the model- determines the kind of reasoning technique available for the
purpose of elicitation, specification, and analysis.
The seminal paper by Ross and Schoman opened the field. The companion paper introduced
SADT as a specific modeling technique. SADT was a semiformal technique in that it could only
support the formalization of the declaration part of the system under consideration - that is, what
data and operations are to be found and how they relate to each other; the requirements on the
data/operations themselves had to be asserted in natural language. The semi-formal language,
however, was graphical. Shortly after, Bubenko [62] introduced a modeling technique for
capturing entities and events. RML brought the SADT line of research significantly further by
introducing rich structuring mechanisms such as generalization, aggregation and classification
[44]. It was the first requirements modeling language to have a formal semantics, defined in terms
of mappings to first-order predicate logic.

7.

Elicitation techniques

The Requirement Engineers can choose one or a combination of the requirement
techniques to gather all the requirements for a software system. The driving factors behind
choosing one are – time, resources available, what kind of information needs to be elicitated, etc.
7.1 Traditional techniques include a broad class of generic data gathering techniques such as
questionnaires and surveys, interviews, and analysis of existing documentation
(Organisational charts, process models or standards, and user or other manuals of existing
systems).
7.2 Group elicitation techniques include brainstorming and focus groups, as well as RAD/JAD
workshops (using consensus-building workshops with an unbiased facilitator) [1]
7.3 Cognitive techniques include a series of techniques originally developed for knowledge
acquisition for knowledge-based systems [2]. This includes:
7.3.1 Protocol analysis - an expert thinks aloud while performing a task, to provide the
observer with insights into the cognitive processes used to perform the task)
7.3.2 Laddering - using probes to elicit structure and content of stakeholder knowledge
7.3.3 Card sorting - asking stakeholders to sort cards in groups, each of which has name of
some domain entity
7.3.4 Repertory grids - constructing an attribute matrix for entities; by asking stakeholders for
attributes applicable to entities and values for cells in each entity).
7.4 Model-driven techniques provide a specific model of the type of information to be gathered,
and use this model to drive the elicitation process. These include goal-based methods, such as
KAOS [3] and I* [4], and scenario-based methods such as CREWS [5].
7.5 Prototyping can be used where there is a great deal of uncertainty about the requirements, or
where early feedback from stakeholders is needed [6]. Prototyping can also be readily combined
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with other techniques, for instance by using a prototype to provoke discussion in a group
elicitation technique, or as the basis for a questionnaire or think-aloud technique.

Figure 3: Percentage of requirement activities in respect of time
8. Requirements elicitation technique selection
Although some analysts think that just one methodology or just one technique is
applicable to all situations, one methodology or technique cannot possibly be sufficient for all
conditions [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
Analysts select a particular elicitation technique for any combination of four reasons:
(1) It is the only technique that the analyst knows
(2) It is the analyst's favourite technique for all situations
(3) The analyst is following some explicit methodology, and that methodology prescribes a
particular technique at the current time
(4) The analyst understands intuitively that the technique is effective in the current circumstance.
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Figure 4: Different types of elicitation techniques and user categories
Unfortunately, most practicing analysts do not have the insight necessary to make such an
intelligent decision; they usually rely on one of the first three reasons.
9.

Representative Approaches

9.1 Use Cases
A use case is a technique used in software and systems engineering to capture the
functional requirements of a system. Use cases describe the interaction between a primary actor
—the initiator of the interaction—and the system itself, represented as a sequence of simple steps.
Actors are something or someone which exist outside the system under study, and who (or which)
take part in a sequence of activities in a dialogue with the system, to achieve some goal: they may
be end users, other systems, or hardware devices. Each use case is a complete series of events,
from the point of view of the actor [61].
According to Peter Hantos [66], the term “Use Case” in the software arena is applied in two
different ways. According to the strict interpretation, use case is the name of an object oriented
analysis and design methodology, facilitating the creation of a full object model from the use
cases. The second interpretation of the term is more general, and it is not tied to any particular
analysis or design methodology. Use cases or scenarios are used simply to describe the system
operation in external terms only, without getting into any details regarding the internal processes
of the system.
According to Bittner and Spence, "Use cases, stated simply, allow description of sequences of
events that, taken together, lead to a system doing something useful"[53]
9.2 Interviews
Interviewing is a method for discovering facts and opinions held by potential users and
other stakeholders of the system under development. Mistakes and misunderstandings can be
identified and cleared up. There are two different types of interviews:
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• Closed interview where the requirements engineer has a pre-defined set of questions and is
looking for answers
• Open interview without any pre-defined questions, the requirements engineer and stakeholders
discuss in an open-ended way what they expect from a system.
There are three types of one-on-one interview:
• Unstructured – the interviewer will begin with talking points but will allow the
participants to go into each point with as much or little detail as he/she desires. The
questions or topics are open ended, so the interviewee has the independence to choose
his/her own way to give the response.
• Structured – It is the most controlled type and similar to a verbal survey. The interview
consists of primarily of closed-ended questions and the interviewee must choose from the
option provided. Open-ended questions may be asked but the interviewer will not ask the
questions which are not on the script.
• Semi-structured – It is the combination of structured and unstructured types. The
interview may begin with a set of questions to answer but goes beyond that list at times.
9.3 Surveys
It can be an extremely effective way to gather information about the users. The problem is
that a reliable survey can be very difficult to design and more importantly, respondent rate can be
low. According to experienced survey researchers, response rate estimation is somewhere
between 20% to 60%. There are some ways to boost up the response rate:
 Reduce the number of open ended questions – they can make the survey longer to
complete and decrease the return rate, responses can be difficult to comprehend as the
respondents use their own terms and phrases.
 Make the questionnaire easy to comprehend.
 The survey should come with return postage paid and self-addressed envelop.
 Follow up with gentle reminder.
 Include a personalized cover letter and instructions to fill the form.
 Make sure the standard information is included (contact information, approximate time to
complete, purpose, etc)
 Question wording should be clear and unbiased.
Using the surveys has the benefit of being anonymous and it is easier to ask questions that could
be odd to ask face to face (questions like age or salary-range, etc). It’s better to avoid ‘required’
fields in the survey question set. The respondents may then provide inaccurate information just to
move forward with the survey.
9.4 Focus Groups
In a focus group, five to ten individuals are brought together to discuss their experiences or
opinions around topics introduced by a moderator. The session typically lasts one to two hours
and is good for having quick understanding of user perception about a topic or concept. They
often bring out spontaneous reactions and ideas. Since there is often major difference between
what people say and what they do, observations should complement focus groups. They can
support the articulation of visions, design proposals and a product concept. Additionally, they
help users in analyzing things that should be changed, and support the development of a ’shared
meaning’ of the system [64].
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Focus groups have the advantage of allowing more natural interactions between people than
questionnaire interviews, or even open ended interviews.
9. 5 Joint Application Development (JAD)
This is done by a series of sessions where users and developers work closely to capture
the requirements. It has recently become popular in Requirement Engineering, especially for
Information Systems applications, because of their claim to greatly accelerate the development of
requirements [55]. In particular, participants will certainly be unable to pose tacit knowledge.
Also, even though group facilitators try to avoid imposing their own categories on participants,
there is no guarantee that the participants will in fact share categories with each other. Moreover,
because participants may have widely different status within the organisation, there is a danger
that some will not feel free to say what they really think, especially if it is unpopular. Finally, it
will often be difficult for non-technical participants to assess the significance of technical
decisions.
This method is closely related to focus groups, and can be expected to suffer from some of
the same problems. In particular, participants will certainly be unable to articulate tacit
knowledge. Although this method appears promising, we believe its potential limitations should
be studied empirically.
9.6 Field Studies
A field study means several visits to the user’s location and can be conducted in any
environment in which a user lives or works. This type of studies can last for a couple of hours to a
full day or even weeks depending on the goals and resources of the study.
The main advantage of this method is – the requirement engineer has a chance to observe the
users completing the tasks in their own environment. He can observe the task flows,
inefficiencies and challenges directly. The information can then be used to understand the user
requirements for the software. It is more advantageous to observe user behaviour than to ask the
user to describe how s/he works because of issues with memory and social desirability.
Moreover, users often know more than they can describe at a single or multiple interviews.
9.7 Rapid Prototyping
Rapid Prototyping is an iterative process, because the developers go through all the
conventional software product engineering steps while creating a prototype. It has also
incremental process characteristics, because the new prototypes are not only representing
enhanced quality, but enhanced functionality as well. While prototyping is a critical part of the
hardware development process, the described Rapid Prototyping activity to create actual products
is only feasible in the software environment [66]
9.8 Introspection
“Introspection is the first and most obvious method for trying to understand what properties a
system should have in order to succeed. It amounts to imagining what kind of a system I would
want if I were doing this job, using this equipment, etc” [63]
The problem with this method is – it may be done by a person who doesn’t have experience
of actual user and thus can state the properties in a wrong way.
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9.9 Participant Observation
The observer attempts to develop a legitimate role within the community of interest and
becomes a part of the community to capture the requirements.
9.10 User-Led Requirements Construction (ULRC)
ULRC is essentially a social process that addresses a major problem in the requirements
elicitation process: user–developer culture gap [65]. This can be overcome by training users to
build the requirements models themselves. The approach comprises three rounds.
Round one consists of user training, where the developer transfers knowledge and skills to the
user for the building of the requirements model.
Round two consists of constructing a model of the current domain, used as the basis for
constructing a model of the future domain.
Round three is an iterative process to improve the quality of requirements.
9.11 Soft Systems Methodology (SSM)
As a methodology, SSM offers a set of guidelines, which can be applied to ‘messy,
changing, ill-defined situations’ [51]. The core idea is that people work through seven phases of
the methodology in order to analyse complex systems to plan and determine appropriate changes.
10 Methodology-based techniques
10.1 Requirement Elicitation using QFD
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is defined by Soto as “a systematic process for
motivating a business to focus on its customers” [14]. It is based on market research:
understanding customers’ needs and desires, and the effectiveness of relevant products in meeting
those needs and desires. In QFD, cross-functional teams identify and resolve the issues involved
in developing products, etc., to satisfy their customers.
Why QFD?
Once a team has identified the customers' wishes, QFD is used for two basic purposes [15]:
• To improve the communication of customer needs throughout the organization.
• To improve the completeness of specifications and to make them traceable directly to customer
wants and needs.
QFD requires that representatives of the different organizations involved in producing the
product be involved in its definition. Consequently, these representatives discuss the meaning of
the customers’ wishes and work together to ensure that they come to a common understanding.
Communications throughout the organization are greatly improved. This process will also
uncover many issues whose resolution will lead to a more complete specification.
The “Whats” Room: This room contains the requirements, as identified by the QFD team.
“Typically there are many customer requirements, but using a technique called affinity
diagramming, the team distils these many requirements into the 20 or 30 most important needs.”
In affinity diagramming, the team discusses the initial requirements provided by the users, and
clusters them into a smaller number of more general requirements.
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The Importance Ratings and Customer Competitive Assessment Rooms: When QFD is to be
used, market research has to be designed around the expectation that the QFD team will use it.
Market research provides information about the varying priority of expressed customer needs (the
Importance Ratings room) and about the strengths and weaknesses of both the client’s and
competitors’ existing products. Note that the Importance Ratings room is associated with the
“Whats” room, while the Customer Competitive Assessment room feeds separately into the
HOQ’s relationship matrix.
The “Hows” Room: The “Hows” room requires completion of the “Whats” room. In the “Hows”
phase, the team develops metrics for success in the “Whats” previously identified. Each “What”
requires at least one “How”, and some “Whats” may require more than one.
The Relationships Matrix Room: After completion of the “Whats”, “Hows”, and Customer
Competitive Assessment rooms, it is possible to start building the Relationships Matrix. The team
attempts to define the relationship of every what to every How. The relationship may be strong,
medium or weak, or there may be no relationship at all. In any event, the matrix must be
completed.

Figure 5: Quality Function Deployment
10.2 Key characteristics
It was introduced in the 80’s by some large US companies. Lee and Thornton [67]
considered limitations of the method. Product key characteristic is the most important type of this
technique. In functional terms, the product key characteristics for a particular product are those
that are highly constrained. The effects of product key characteristics can be categorized. A
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method is proposed for identifying high-risk characteristics which add a significant risk to
successful product delivery, because of sensitivity in terms of cost, reliability and the production
schedule.
11. Risk Analysis Using CMM
The Capability Maturity Model (CMM) is divided into five maturity levels [69]:
(1) Initial - decision support process for managing risk is characterized as ad hoc, and
occasionally even chaotic. Few processes are defined and success depends on the individual’s
abilities and experience. Remove an individual and the processes may change dramatically
commiserate with the next individual’s level of ability & experience.
(2) Repeatable- basic management processes are established to document the management of the
organization. The necessary process discipline is in place to repeat earlier successes on similar
tasks, based on previous experience of the organization.
(3) Defined- process for standardizing, documenting, integrating risk management into the normal
decision-making processes of the organization. All decisions use the approved detailed version of
the organization’s standard risk management process for decision-making.
(4) Managed- detailed measures of management decisions made, the formal process of managing
risk and the quality of the risk management (planning, including setting context, risk
identification, assessment of risk, evaluation of risk, mitigation of risk to an acceptable level, the
monitoring of risk and review of the whole process). All the business processes and the output
products or services are quantitatively understood and controlled.
(5) Optimizing- continuous process improvement is enabled by quantitative feedback from the
process and from piloting innovative ideas and technologies to measurement of the public
affected by the decisions.
12. Choosing among interview, survey and focus group
One to one interviews can take significant time to conduct and more resources than a survey.
However, there may be times when there is a need to collect large samples of data to feel more
confident that the results obtained can be applied to the user population as a whole. If we are
looking for statistically significant results that can be generalized to the population as a whole,
surveys are a better choice.
Individual interview is a better choice than focus group if we are looking for detailed
information that can’t be obtained from group discussions or surveys. There can be a follow up of
responses and clarification which is not possible in a survey. One more important point is –
participants can’t influence each other’s responses which is a major problem with focus groups.
In a focus group, there is room to ask a limited number of questions to the participants and there
is a limitation of the depth of discussion with each participant because the moderator needs to
hear from each participant equally.
Focus group is a better choice if we are looking for multiple points of view in a short period.
They can be used at the middle or at the end of the development cycle. They can also be a great
activity to help gather initial requirements. To be more specific, a focus group can help to
understand surprising or contradictory results obtained via surveys or identify the reasons why
user satisfaction level is poor.
13. State of the art of Requirement Elicitation research
This section provides a foundation of the different research areas of requirement
engineering from which to explore future research directions. We have constructed a matrix
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which shows the classifications of the RE techniques and which research papers try to address
that particular issue.
Requirement issues
Elicitation

Techniques and tools
Invariant generation [16]
Simulation [20]
Animation [22,26,30]

Strategies/Methodologies
Inventing requirements [17]
Identifying stakeholders [33]
Metaphors [21,24]
Contextual requirements
[25,34]

Requirements
Management

Stability analysis [45]

Scenario management [48]

Requirement
Analysis

Traceability
[28,35,39,49]
Requirement selection
[42,47]
Setting priority [58]
Conflict analysis [52,60]
Checklists [54]
Linguistic ambiguity
[50,59]

Notations
Non-functional
requirements [18,23]
Agents [19,36]
Policies [40]
Goals [27,29,32]
Scenarios [31,38,43]
Variability modeling
[37,46]

Conflict management [41]
Negotiation [57]

14. Evolving Requirements
Successful software systems always evolve as the environment in which these systems
operate changes and stakeholder requirements change. Therefore managing change is a
fundamental activity in RE [70]. The RE team has to manage the changes of the requirement
documentation. It requires the techniques of configuration management, traceability and version
control [68]. Most common requirement changes are adding or deleting the requirements based
on the stakeholders needs. It can also be triggered just because they missed the requirements
initially.
Managing requirements involves making new set of requirement documents, recognizing
change through ongoing requirement elicitation, evaluation of the risk and systems in their
operational environment. It has become important to develop system product families so that the
softwares grouped together in the same family share the similar requirements and architectures
but only differ in key requirements.
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REQUIREMENT MODELING
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Section 1
1.1 What is Requirement Modeling?
 Requirement modeling is the part of Requirement Engineering. It is one of the most
important parts of software development life cycle. It is the process of describing
functional requirements of the system and developing useful and proven models.
 It is formal description of all the business activities, information required to support those
activities, for the purpose of development of those activities.
 The process of identifying the requirements and modeling business processes; mapping
requirements to abstract objects.
 It can be the assurance to requirements specifications, requirement validation and
requirement management.
 It is used to describe the business activities and the information required to support those
activities for developing systems.
 Modeling is an analysis activity during which an initial graphical description of the
relationship between system entities is proposed [20].
 It is the process of specifying system behaviour , responsibilities , states , modes ,timings
and performance .[36]
1.2 Benefits from the Requirement Modeling:
 It improves the quality of the software requirement specifications that will in turn
increase the quality of developed software.
 It helps to reduce the time required to develop the large and complex software as it will
help the developers to easily develop the software.
 It promotes and re-engineer of systems by providing the engineers clear specifications of
each and every requirement the system offers.
 Enhance the developer’s productivity.
 Helps to reduction of software faults early in the software development life cycle.
 Helps in reducing time wastage in implementing unused and unimplemented features.
1.3 Principles of Requirement Modeling [28]:
 Business requirements should be expressed into the form of fully integrated data and
function models.
 Requirements should only be model that has a specific purpose.
 Stakeholder’s participation is very important.
 Modeling should be simple and easy to understand by all.
 As requirements evolve over time so modeling should be able take into account
requirements change with time.
 Textual documentation should also be integrated with formal models appropriately.
 Requirements model should be made at enterprise planning level.
 Business requirements are subject to change. All the data models and function models
should be made at abstract and generalization level.
 The validity of the information is changing always so the data models should allow for
those changes in future at any time.
 Information regarding process measurement and decision making should be expressed in
the data model.
 The most important one is the quality of Requirement modeling.
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1.4 Tools used in the requirement modeling are:
 Requirement management tools, formal model checkers, software auto coding tools,
programmable logic devices tools, cost modeling tools etc.
 Oracle designer
 Diagramming tools (Visio, power point)
 Text documents
 Central repository
1.5 Techniques used for Requirement Modeling:





Process Modeling
Data flow diagramming
Entity-relationship modeling
State Transition modeling
 Function-hierarchy modeling
 Business rule modeling
Dealing with requirements is always challenging task as complex and big projects involve large
number of development teams and sometimes it all become confusing. Moreover requirements
involve hierarchies and various relationships among each other. Requirements errors are very
expensive [38] and if they can not be detected earlier in life cycle, the project quality degrades
very much, it will be very late and unable to meet the customer’s expectations [37]. So in order to
overcome these problems requirements should be elicitated early and modeled by prioritization of
the requirements so that designers can bound the projects[38].
1.6 Use of Requirement Models:
Requirement modeling technology brings requirement models that help to check the
consistency, completeness, and redundancy of the requirements.
 Models are used for representing and organization of business requirements.
 They possess reliable contents and structures, which are helpful in guarantying clarity,
carefulness and strength in the work products.
 They are used for representation of diagrams and support the synoptic view of the
contents of model, for communication among people at different levels.
 They can be used by different types of software tools to perform functions such as- model
validation, or code generation.
 These models can be used to formalize the textual requirements in business requirements
documents. These can be:
 Data models that consist of entities, attributes, domains and relationships.
 Function models: includes functions and rules.

Section 2
2.1 Object – oriented and Process-oriented methodologies in Requirement modeling:
 Process – oriented methodologies include the data flow diagrams representing data flows
and processes, a data dictionary and detail process specifications.
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 Object-oriented method uses the concept of an object, An object is the collection of data
(attributes) and processes (services) that manipulate the data. An object implements the
key idea in system development that of encapsulation and information hiding. Services
are invoked via message passing between them.
 Differences between them :
Let me explain this concept by using an example: for example we have to build the air traffic
management system. for building that system we need to know all the data and processes that has
to be taken into account, for example data might be ( pilot attributes ) and processes might be
departure , arrival etc. So to make any system data and processes are the most important things to
consider that will make a complete target model of the application. In process-oriented
methodologies, system is represented as series of processes that transforms data. Processes are
linked via data flows. Whereas object-oriented methodologies use the concept of objects and
process that manipulate the data.
2.2 Scenario-Based Requirement Modeling
I am going to discuss here scenario – based Requirement Modeling:
Scenarios represent ways to use a system and to achieve different tasks. They are single and
complete sequence of steps describing an interaction between actors and a system. These are
mostly used in requirement engineering, as they are easily understood by all the stakeholders.
These helps to describe the system functionality, discover design alternatives and explain system
weaknesses. The scope of scenarios can vary from system-internal to organization and to ordinary
cases. Scenario can be represented formally or informally. Scenario manipulation represents the
scenario development and existence over time.
As we all know about Aspect-oriented software development (AOSD) used for representing cross
cutting concerns in software development [2] interesting part is that scenarios help in representing
aspects .It describes how to compose aspectual scenarios as well as non-aspectual. Non -aspectual
scenarios are modeled as UML sequence diagrams and aspectual are modeled as Interaction
Pattern Specifications (IPS’s). Finite state machines are modeled as UML state machines and
aspectual finite state machines will be modeled as State machine pattern specification (SMPS’s)
[2].
As I discussed above the four views in scenarios [3]: Purpose, contents, form, lifecycle. I tried to
explain them here:
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Figure 1 (Four views on scenarios)
2.3 Use of Scenarios in Requirement Engineering
 Scenario based requirement Engineering is used for interdisciplinary development
with constant communication between developers and customers [3]. In order to
develop scenarios the knowledge of full domain is required. Mostly customers and
users involved in the projects want to talk more about concrete scenarios rather then
abstract scenarios.
 Projects have different stakeholders and they have different goals so reaching the
overall agreements between the stakeholders is difficult task. Scenarios reduce this
complexity and help to reach on the agreements between the projects, they also helps
in discussing design alternatives in the projects.
 Helps in Aspect-oriented software development in representing cross-cutting
concerns [2].
 Scenarios role in usability engineering: helps in completely understand user’s task.
Reduce the risk of failure of software projects by focusing early on validity of
requirements to build usable systems. Helps to bridge the gap between usability
engineering and software engineering by helping in validation of requirements, by
context analysis and providing reasonable study of design proposals [1].
 Helps to detect the state changes that has been effected on the execution of use cases
and also helps to identify the pre- states and post-states obtained by use case
executions [30].
2.4 Integrating expressiveness of Requirement modeling
Integrating the various approaches to Requirement Engineering nowdays is very essential
to combine the knowledge and various techniques that are already developed before. I am going
to discuss here three ways in which several views of the product can be modeled.
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1. Modeling multiple views with the help of conceptual graphs, OMT object diagrams, data
flow diagrams.
2. Integrative Modeling used to combine several views of the product.
3. Integrating expressiveness of Requirement Modeling approaches.
The idea behind these three of the approaches are almost same they all combine several
views of the product with the help of different techniques.
In integrating expressiveness of requirement modeling approaches, five approaches are
combined: standard IEEE 830-1998, Use-case approach, Goal oriented approach, Aspect-oriented
approach, variability management approach. So all these approaches are combined to form the
Meta model of core concepts and then these concepts can be extended to form the goal model that
represents goals, requirements, and operationalization by inheriting from artifacts. It also shows
dependencies between variants [5].
In integrating requirements modeling approach: requirement model integrates between
informal textual descriptions and object – oriented visual executable models. In Requirement
Modeling system that consists of User Interface (UI) that allows the user to create, edit, update,
and view versions of requirements. The requirements viewer (RV) used by UI to view versions,
requirement editor is used by UI to edit an update, Scenario Viewer / Editor (SVE) is used by RV
or RE to view or edit scenarios. Requirement Database (RDB) is used by UI to create updates [4].
In Multiple viewed requirements modeling helps to form conceptual graphs with the help of
object diagrams and data flow diagrams. [6]
2.5 Comparison between these approaches:
Modeling multiple views with the help of conceptual graphs is very easy to understand and
it offers multiple viewed development environment with integrating and validating each view [6].
Where as integrating various requirements modeling approaches is sometimes hard because it’s
hard to compromise between their semantics [5].
An integrative modeling approach helps the user to connect and integrate elements of different
views [4]. Where as multiple viewed requirement modeling conceptual feedback is a valuable
feature [6]. Both these approaches easily support natural language interactions and both do not
impose much structures and methodologies. Where as combining integrating expressiveness of
requirement modeling approaches creates problems when defining highly expressive models [5].
The most important feature of (3) is that it helps to include more number of dependencies and
refinements in artifacts as compared to other requirement management tools.
The strength of (1) is that they conceptual graphs can be analysed for inconsistencies and
incompleteness. The main feature of (2) is the scenarios links provided.
All of these approaches serve various distinct features and they motivate these motivate industrial
development teams to adopt these new methodologies.
2.6 Object Oriented Modeling Method for Requirement Modeling:
As we all know that today object-oriented methods have gain lots of popularity in developing
software systems, these techniques are used for requirement modeling and use for modeling
interactive, behavioural and declarative aspects of the software system. The basic approach in this
modeling method is to capture the real world entities called objects and defining the relations
between them, forming the classes, methods, messages, and inheritance etc.
I am going to discuss here four research papers on Object-Oriented Modeling approach:
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Object-Oriented Requirement analysis, object-oriented Requirement Modeling Based on UML,
NDHORM: An OO approach to requirement modeling, The use of Object-oriented models in
Requirement Engineering: A field study.
1) An OO based requirement modeling based on UML is the method of forming the OOA
requirement model using the UML diagrams notations. The OOA model considers requirements
using three aspects: object model, dynamic model and function model. It consist of these steps:
From the analysis of problem domain form the initial OO model for the system that forms use
case diagrams and sequence diagrams, next the initial model is refined by making class diagram
and defining attribute and services of the class. And a super class is formed by finding the
common characteristics of the classes, and then final diagrams are made and prototyping and
implementation goes on. [7].
2) NDHORM: an OO approach to requirement modeling is also a method of developing the
requirement model that aims at finding the objects of problem domain. It consist of three steps:
forming ORM (Object-Relationship Model) , Class-Relationship Model(CRM) and State –
Transition Model(STM). [9]
3) Object-Oriented analysis Requirement Analysis technique discusses about the Goal-oriented
and object-oriented analysis. [10]
4) The field –study discusses about use of Object-Oriented models in requirement requirements
engineering and discusses the conceptual model in requirement modeling [8].
2.7 Comparison between these approaches:
All of these approaches are discussing OO techniques for requirement modeling with the
use of different ways. In the conceptual model discusses an Object-oriented modeling procedure
that leads to create formal and informal models, informal means making picture diagrams etc and
formal means making state transition diagrams [8], the same concept is used in modeling based
on UML that also forms the use case diagrams as well as class diagrams but it doesn’t take into
account the state transition diagrams that are also part of UML [9]. And theses diagrams are
necessary for the analysts to do good analysis of the system and for also easy to identify the state
and transitions.
One of the interesting concepts I found in OO requirement analysis paper is the involvement of
goal-oriented approach to cover the non-functional requirements of the system but neither of the
papers on OO method covered this issue [10].
NDHORM model is multiview model that includes the views with respect to user, and analyst
point of view, which is the major benefit of using it [9]. Conceptual model discusses about the
mapping between informal and formal models which is good way of modeling the requirements
from user as well as analysis’s point of views. Also the concept of Mental modeling that is
“modeling in the mind” during the elicitation process [8]. OO requirement analysis gives a good
discussion on goal – oriented approach to deal with Non-functional requirements and functional
requirements.
2.8 Case tools used for Requirement Modeling:
I am going to discuss here case tools used for Requirement Modeling:
STROM: Software tool for the Organization of Requirement Modeling. A strong software tool
able to streamline the requirements specification phase of software engineering process [14].
ST Tool: Secure Troops methodology: A case tool for modeling and analyzing requirements [13].
SCR: Software Cost reduction requirement method. A case tool for developing formal
requirement specifications in SCR tabular notations [11].
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AUTO-RAID: A tool that supports integrated requirement model, and operations for converting
textual requirements to design model [12].
All theses tools are used for requirement modeling purposes and used for developing requirement
specifications with the use of different techniques.
Comparison between four of these tools:
ST-Tool is a case tool for designing and verification of functional requirements, as well as
support for verifying officially the inconsistencies and correctness with the help of different
model-checkers [13]. The same property of checking inconsistencies and correctness is given in
ST-Tool and SCR that has tools called consistency checker and verifier. Whereas the STROM
does not support these functionalities which doesn’t help the requirement analyst to check for
these properties, but compared to other tools the STROM has a very big advantage of providing
support for traceability matrix for generating use case diagrams from scenarios and also it tells
how important is the this use case for the system [14] .One of the main advantages of using AutoRAID is that it supports hierarchical structuring of requirements specifications and it all the
requirements are stated category wise like architectural requirements, data requirements can be
categorized differently and helps the requirements analyst to do tasks effectively [12]. whereas in
ST-Tool , it provides the user interface for designing specifications where user has to manage the
all the components and functionalities of the tool and there is no way of managing the graphical
objects in some structured way , because everything is messed up after the all the objects are
managed[13]. One of main points I found in the STROM is that it deals with text aspects of use
case modeling which is very important for understanding [14]. As we can some of other tools no
other tool is using text aspects. Properly designed use cases can help to assist the design decisions
after the specification phase. SCR tool is use to represent formal specifications that are expressed
in tabular notations. As today formal specifications are becoming more important as there use can
lead to reliability and robustness of the design of the system. This tool also supports for
consistency checker, verifier, and a simulator for symbolically executing the specifications. But
these formal models are used only for high assurance system for example in military and airline
systems etc. but for simple system there is no need to apply these methods [11].
2.9 Use Case Requirement Modeling:
I am going to discuss Use case modeling that is the requirement modeling with the help of
UML (use case diagrams). All the papers discuss about the use case modeling and every paper is
discussing different other methods also.
One of the paper discusses about the non-functional requirements as we all know that use case
diagrams usually discuss about functional requirements and they do not include non-functional
requirements in them [16], so in this use case diagrams are extended to include the non-functional
requirements as well for example: time and concurrency, fault –tolerance, security etc. So this
paper deals with good concept of including non-functional requirements of the system. Two
papers are discussing about business modeling. One of the papers says that object-oriented
techniques are not good for business modeling as; it does not facilitate top-down view and
doesn’t provide enough information for modeling business processes [16]. Also business people
do not understand properly the there processes so it becomes difficult in applying the use cases in
this way. Also it doesn’t provide way to capture the business needs –mission, goals etc of the
business. So they take another approach called process diagrams to do business modeling and for
business people also this method is very easy as they can easily caught on to process mapping
techniques. As were as business modeling in other paper concerned it deals with Role – diagram,
sequence diagrams and process diagram (same as the previous one I discussed).[15]As shown in
the figure below :
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Figure 2: Relationship between Business and Requirement models
The Role diagrams are used to identify the roles and links between them as well shows the
characteristics between the roles. Also it shows the sequence diagram that shows the sequence of
actions about the system tasks. Finally the process diagrams, it is similar to activity diagram, and
all the business processes are hierarchically organised in these diagrams. It also shows some
business rules and constraints also on the business rules [15]. One of the paper discuss about
business rule diagrams that identifies complex structural constrains that can not be expressed by
class diagrams. Two types of business rule diagrams can be formed one called Always and other
called Never. Always will contain all the properties that always hold And Never can properties
that should not be occur[30].
The formation of conceptual Model from the use case diagram is a very good point of
Requirement Modeling, as in this case the after the creation of use case diagram, the initial
conceptual model is formed which is called the Class diagram. Each object will become a concept
[15]. The good explanation of conceptual modeling is given in one of the papers, it clearly
explains about the requirement analysis phase, conceptual model and execution model in any
software development system. It describes the translation of requirement model into conceptual
model and then to execution model. The conceptual modeling consists of creating the objects
models, dynamic models and functional models [25]. Although all the papers above I discussed
explains about advantages of use case modeling but sometimes the use case models can lead to
failure of software projects for example when :- use case do not provide sufficient details ,
inadequate input from business representatives , improper selection of system functionality ,
neglecting some of the business rules and constraints , keeping use case model inconsistent with
the domain model and not developing abstract use cases. So requirement engineers have to keep
in mind the above points before doing use case modeling[34]
2.10 CRUD (Create, retrieve, update and delete) functionality in Use Cases [15]:
I found this functionality important and interesting as you can create separate use cases
and create only one that includes all the CRUD functionality into one use case.
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As with the help of CRUD representations the number of use cases can reduce and it improves
the use case diagram. In this paper it explains about all the general concepts about use case
diagrams that is formation of general use case diagrams and also concepts about aggregation and
generalization mostly used notations in use case diagrams.
Example of use of CRUD is explained in CRUD table that shows flow down of use cases into
classes. Its showing the various classes for example cashier, Sale line etc. and various use cases
for example sale item, Return purchased item etc, and showing the various instances of classes by
assigning a set of classes to each use case[25].

Section 3
Here I am going to discuss about various methodologies related to requirement Modeling:
3.1 Object – oriented and Process-oriented methodologies in Requirement modeling[31]:
 Process – oriented methodologies include the data flow diagrams representing data flows
and processes, a data dictionary and detail process specifications.
 Object-oriented method uses the concept of an object; An object is the collection of data
(attributes) and processes (services) that manipulate the data. An object implements the
key idea in system development that of encapsulation and information hiding. Services
are invoked via message passing between them.
 Differences between them :
Let me explain this concept by using an example: for example we have to build the air
traffic management system. For building that system we need to know all the data and processes
that has to be taken into account, for example data might be ( pilot attributes ) and processes
might be departure , arrival etc. So to make any system data and processes are the most important
things to consider that will make a complete target model of the application. In process-oriented
methodologies, system is represented as series of processes that transforms data. Processes are
linked via data flows. Whereas object-oriented methodologies use the concept of objects and
process that manipulate the data.
3.2 Requirement Modeling with Rosetta SLDL [23]
Rosetta SLDL (System level design language) is a information technology that supports the
multi-technology, complex, multi-discipline systems.
Today, system engineering is facing a lot of problems example of quality, security, cost issues
etc. and due to this many of the projects do not finish at all .one of the major reasons for these
problems are due to improper requirement engineering. Requirement problems include
incomplete, not consistent, misunderstood, ignored requirements.
As the projects grow with size, more number of people will be working on the projects and more
problems will arise.
So in order to overcome these problems the need for good requirement specifications and analysis
is must. SLDL (System level design language) represents the complete description of
requirements that help the developers to easily develop the software’s.
Requirement modeling with SLDL helps to represents the system with various views and from
different perspectives. Various modeling technologies describes the systems with only few
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aspects and do not allow to represents each and every components including hardware and
software’s.
3.3 Connecting requirement specifications with user interaction model:
The main goal of software engineering is to provide the good requirement specifications, as
requirements are one of the strongest parts of software engineering, without good requirements
good software cannot be developed. And one of other major parts of the software engineering is
HCI (human computer interaction) that is user interaction at proper level. So it becomes very
important to link the software requirements specifications and user interaction in very accurate
manner. So in order to do this Use of CTT in MDA-based development framework Obtaining
Functional requirements:
The very first step is obtaining functional requirements with the help of various techniques: for
example defining function refinement trees, use case diagrams (as discussed above in section 2)
and all the requirements are captured with the help of requirement models used (discussed
above).
3.4 Modeling Interaction with CTT task model [35]
CTT (Concurrent task tree model) is projected by paterno and it is used to express the human
computer interaction as graphical task decomposition. Tasks in this case are: abstraction,
interaction, application and user task) and relationships between them. In this task model: a forest
of trees is drawn to show the all the interactions between the user and the system, with root of
tree is leaf of Functional Requirement Tree. For more complex tasks the use cases are further
broken down into subtasks and this decomposition is continued until the individual data elements
that make up the message is communicated to the software system to be build. The final CTT will
be contains nested tasks that consist of data entry and process.
3.5 Creating user interface:
We already discussed the requirements specifications part above and modeling interactions with
CTT task model. The next step is to describe the design of final user interface.
Use of CTT in MDA-based development framework:
OlivaNova model execution (ONME) is a MDA-based technology that automatically derived the
user interface. With the overall design, the final source code of the design is obtained by OMNE
that will result into three-layer application, which includes application logic, the database and the
user interface. As a result the final windows are obtained by using CTT model and pattern
language UI.
Correspondence between CTT and final widgets:
Each data introduction has corresponding widgets, every task has ok button to apply, and every
abstract task calls another window to fulfill the entries.
3.6 Fuzzy to Formal Requirement Modeling:
As we all know the importance of Requirements specifications, and the high risk of requirement
volatility in developing any software system. So it’s important for requirement engineers to
formally represent the requirements. In this paper, set of Meta models is defined to represent the
requirements formally. And this approach not only describes functional requirements but nonfunctional requirements also [19].
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Functional and Non – Functional Requirements [20]:
Functional Requirements:
 Describes the functionality or services that the system is expected to provide.
 They address the input-output behavior of a system.
Non-Functional Requirements:
 Global constraints on software system functionality.
 Non-functional requirements = system quality attribute.
Enterprise modeling and objective Modeling:
Consisting of Objective models (describes the reason or motivation of activities), an activity and
usage model (describes the functions and processes of enterprise), an actor model (types of actors
involved in enterprises), conceptual models (describes set of concepts), and information systems
requirements models.
Process modeling:
It is as important as system modeling. It is handled in three different ways:
Process meta-model (model consisting of generic concepts which allows to model any RE
process as process consisting of various situations, decisions etc).
3.7 Feature – Oriented Requirement Modeling
Feature –Oriented Requirement Modeling is used to capture users high-level expression of
desired system behavior in terms of application features, analyze the relationship between
features, and organizing the features into feature-oriented requirement specifications. The main
sources of getting the features are the users knowledge about the problem domain. Features can
be divided into: functional features and non-functional features[22].
Features: A service the system provides to fulfill one or more stakeholders needs. Needs and
features together form the software requirements [20].
Example:
Application Domain
Example of Feature
Elevator Control
Manual Control of doors during fire emergency
Features can be organized at various levels [22]:
High-level features (example of business level)
User-level features (example of supporting specific user class)
Functional feature (example of supporting specific functions)
3.8 Requirement modeling for Real Time software development [24]
For Real Time software development, the paper discusses the system perspective from three
different views:
Processing Perspective: The basic approach is to identify all the system event-response pairs and
assigning processes to each pair. The system is described using data flow diagrams. Requirements
are defined by using all the events. The context diagrams are drawn to specify the system
interfaces and boundaries. Event –Response diagram are drawn to specify the all the events and
responses in the system.
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Figure 3 System Perspectives [24]
Information Perspective:
In this perspective the entity relationship diagrams (ERD) and data structure diagrams (DRD) are
drawn to identify all the specific system objects.
Behavior Perspective:
The behavior perspective describes the behavior of system using control flow diagrams (CFD)
and control specifications (CSPEC) .
All of these perspectives are integrated with each, the processing perspective adds to the
development of information and behavior perspective with developing interface definitions and
detection processes. The behavior perspective is linked to processing perspective through its
process activation facilities.
3.9 Requirement Models:
I am discussing here three models that are used in formal requirement specifications:
On of the model called reference model is based on five main artifacts called WRSPM (domain
knowledge (W), Requirements I, specifications (S) , A program that implements the
specifications` , a programming platform , (p). This model is independent of the choice of the
language for expressing the various artifacts, and all the artifacts are described using formulas of
church’s higher order logic. [21]
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3.10 Relationship between Environment and system:
Ve,s W^M^P=> R
The requirements allow all the events the environment performs and all the events the events
system performs. W restricts the actions that environment can perform by restricting e. The
requirements R, describe more restrictions, in which all possible actions are desired. P, when
evaluated on M, describes the class of possible system events.
Specifications:[21]
Requirements are implemented into two parts: first when requirements are developed, and second
when the programming is carried out.
If S(system) property takes W(domain knowledge) into account in saying what is needed to
obtain R (Requirement), and P(program) is an implementation of S for M(machine that
implements P), then P implements R as desired .
The four variable models [26] also used to describe system behavior, and describe four set of
variables – monitored and controlled variables and input and output data items.
Relations NAT, REQ, IN, OUT are used in this model.
REQ, NAT– describes the black box specification of system from monitored to controlled
quantities.
IN – defines mapping from monitored quantities to the input data items.
OUT- defines the mapping from the output data items.
-The difference between these two models is that the reference model describes above, provides
what is missing in four variable models. By matching corresponding parts of the two models, the
correspondence does not make it clear whether IN and OUT should consider the system or
environment parts , but the above reference model provides the missing obligations , even if they
interpret them as being in the environment itself.
-Both models insist on rigid division between system and environment control of designated
terminology.
Formal Requirement model[11]: This model is used to represent requirements for high
assurance systems, it shows:
A formal notation, such as SCR notation, is used to specify the requirements.
An automated consistency checker tests the specifications for syntax and type correctness ,
coverage , determinism and other application – independent properties.
The specification is executed symbolically using a simulator.
At last the requirements are analyzed for application properties.
The difference between Formal requirement model and four variable model is that Four variable
model represents naturally continuous quantities, for example pressure and temperature, as
continuous variables whereas formal requirement model represents these quantities as discrete
variables[11].
 In order to make the requirement model, the analyst and client need to know the domain
knowledge of the problem in context and take deep understanding of the domain to form
the requirement models, as shown in fig 4 below. They take into account the goal theory
also to do analysis of the overlooked or forgotten goals in the problem domain. And if
some of the goals are not taken into account they again analyze new goal theory [27].
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Figure 4 Scenario of use [27]
3.11 Analysis of software system requirement models [29]:
I am going to discuss here survey of seven requirement models:
Goal
hierarch icy

State chart

hypertext

Domain
networks

-This
approach
helps to
describe the
system and
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at the high
level of
abstraction.
-This model
is
represented
by several
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represent
ting goals
and their
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plants etc.
-State charts
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-Views are
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charts,
activity
charts,
state-charts.

-Hypertext
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Both
functional and
non-functional
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-Use of
structured
domain
knowledge.
-domain
knowledge
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of nodes
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- The nodes
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formal
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and links
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relationship
between
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Use case
hierarchy

logic

Conceptual
state
machine
Hierarchical Suitable
- Primarily
Use case
for
used for
modeling :
knowledge functional
Environment intensive
requirements
level :
systems
of system.
Containing
for
actors , use
example:
deterministic
cases,
air traffic
machine
Structure
control
with single
level :
systems.
start and
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-Syntax
terminating
each use
expressed state.
case as a
in prolog
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Event level :
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flow of
events in
each use
case
episode.
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3.12 Understanding of Quality in Requirement Models [32]:
In order to understand the quality of requirement models, we need to take into account the
following:
1) Distinguish between your tasks that is , what you’re trying to achieve in modeling and how
you can achieve that task.
2) The core of quality here is syntax, semantics, and pragmatic because modeling is usually
expressed in language.
3) Communication between participants involved in modeling is also the core quality concept.
3.12.1 The main quality types in the requirements models are:

 Physical Quality: The basic physical quality features here are externalization





(information of any social actor has been externalized by use of modeling) and internalize
ability ( model is constant and available for audience to make sense of it ) .
Syntactic Quality: association between the model and the language in which it is
developed.
Semantic Quality: association between domain and the model. Two goals here are:
Validity: statements made in the model are correct and relevant. Second: statements are
complete and contain relevant information with regard to the domain.
Pragmatic Quality: association between the model and audience interpretation of it .

3.12.2 Language Quality regarding the Modeling languages used:
 Domain appropriateness: modeling language should be able to capture the domain.
 Comprehensibility appropriateness: easy for participants to understand it.
 Executability appropriateness: extent of formalization to enable executions.
 Knowledge externalizability appropriateness: knowledge of domain expressed in the
language .
3.13 State of the art of Requirement Modeling
Requirement modeling is the vast research area that contains a number of areas to be discussed –
Requirement Elicitation, Requirement management, Requirement analysis and Requirement
Modeling. We have constructed a matrix that shows the classification of important Requirement
Modeling Techniques and also the corresponding methods and papers that are concerned with
them.
Requirement
Methodologies

Modeling Strategies

Scenario-Based
Requirement Modeling

-Explanation of
all the four views.[3]
-Scenarios in usability engineering[1]
- Scenarios in aspect-oriented software
development .[2]

Tools used
UML[2]
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Object –oriented
Requirement modeling

-OO requirement model[8]
-NDHORM OO method
- conceptual model[9]
Object –oriented and goal oriented analysis[10]

UML[8],[9]

Case Tools used in
requirement modeling

-Method to streamline the requirements
specification phase of software engineering
process[14].
- Method for modeling and analyzing
requirements[13].
- Method for developing formal requirement
specifications in SCR tabular notations [11].
- Method that supports integrated requirement
model, and operations for converting textual
requirements to design model [12].
-Use case diagrams[15], [16],[17]
-Business modeling[16],[18]
- Conceptual modeling [18]

STROM[14]
ST-Tool[13]
Auto-Raid[12]
SCR[11]

Integrating expressiveness
of requirement modeling
methodologies

-Modeling multiple views with the help of
conceptual graphs, OMT object diagrams, data
flow diagrams[6]
-Integrative Modeling used to combine several
views of the product[4]
-Integrating expressiveness of Requirement
Modeling approaches. [5]

UI[4], UML[6]

Requirement Models

-WRSPM[21]
-Four variable model[26]
-Formal requirement model11]
-Goal hierarchy [29]
-Hypertext[29]
-State chart[29]
-Domain networks[29]
-Use case hierarchy [29]
-logic[29]
-conceptual state machine[29]

-

Use Case Requirement
modeling

UML[15], [16] ,
[17], [18]
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A. CONCLUSIONS
A.1 Elicitation
Much of the research and practice in requirement elicitation for software systems during the
past decades may be brought within a unified framework as the development of theories,
methodologies, tools and application experience. Different research papers focus on different
elicitation techniques and the research on this field has to go a long way to make a collaborative
study among all the people involved in the RE activities. Few of the papers and articles deal with
the generic terms of software requirement elicitation while most of them focus in a specific
software system. As many of the researchers talk about different methodologies and techniques, it
becomes hard for the Requirement Engineers to choose from the options and when to apply
which method. Although choosing the right method depends largely on the specific software
system, its budget and time constraints; a clear guideline should exist to follow for requirement
elicitation. If the researchers can’t provide such a guideline, software teams will continue to avoid
applying rigorous RE techniques which will obviously result in increasing percentage of software
project failure in the coming years.
A.2 Modeling
Through this paper I have tried to cover almost all the techniques and methodologies used for
“Requirement Modeling.” All the research papers discussed about different methodologies of
requirement modeling for example object-oriented techniques, scenarios based, use case
modeling, requirement models etc. I compared all these approaches to find the advantages and
disadvantages of using all of them. Some of the research papers discussed techniques to
requirement modeling that I have only explained briefly in the paper to get the basic ideas of how
to use them, when to use them and the benefits of using them. At the end I have added the State
of art of Requirement Modeling and the future work required in the filed of Requirement
Modeling.
B. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
B.1 Elicitation
•

•
•
•
•

More research should be done on how to find an adequate mix of business users and
IT professionals to have a quiet interaction for requirement elicitation. Both the
groups must have equal input at the design process so that the resulting product
satisfies all the stakeholders.
This paper talks about a number of elicitation techniques. For a specific software
project, multiple methodologies can be combined. There should be more research on
how to combine two or more methodologies in the same project.
Most of the research papers described at this article provide a theoretical look at
communication process, more real world research is necessary to have a clear idea
about user-analyst relationship, how the user and designer interaction take place, etc.
Requirement elicitation can’t work in isolation from the organizational and social
context in which the new software system will need to operate. This view encouraged
the use of participant observation.
Another way if RE analysis is to describe the current properties of the environment
and what effect should the system will have on the environment. This section of
thought requires more attention.
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There is a strong relationship between the evolving requirements and software
architecture. As the analysts choose the architecture based on the current
requirements, there should be a consideration about the way the requirements can
change later. More theoretical research can be done in this respect.
In many domains of applications, the requirement models can be reused which saves
the effort and resources of the Requirement Engineer to elicit the requirements from
the very beginning.
None of these papers emphasizes on the term ‘Requirement engineer’. Broadly, it
refers to the professionals who do the requirement analysis and modeling. As they are
coming from many different backgrounds, there should a unified definition of these
professionals and their required set of soft and hard skills to perform their job. Among
the soft skills, communication is of critical importance because requirement
elicitation solely depends on communicating among the parties.
There should be more research on developing richer models to capture the nonfunctional requirements.
Engineering style research is needed to integrate requirements technologies into a
coherent requirement process. Most of the research projects deal with a single RE
problem (elicitation, modeling, traceability, etc). Therefore, the state of the art RE
research is a collection of the individual research technology with a little focus on
how to combine techniques effectively. Further research is due on how to integrate
RE technologies so that RE professionals know how to apply individual technologies
effectively and synergistically.
Effective use of the pattern or reusable artifacts are time-saving option for RE. A
reusable requirement should be accompanied by standard pattern fields. However this
is not enough to facilitate reusable artifacts. More attention from researchers yet to
come on how to apply and adapt individual patterns.
Most of the papers have theoretical aspect of RE techniques. The researchers have to
work in partnership with the practitioners to understand the industry-related RE
issues.
A repository of artifacts can be made by both the groups – RE researchers and
practitioners. Such a repository will help all the professionals related to RE to share
the best practices. It will also help for potential reuse of requirement artifacts.
Large industrial project data should be available to the researchers so that the can
verify the effectiveness of each RE method. As the researchers usually work in
isolation with the practitioners, getting this data is of crucial importance.

B.2 Modeling
 A set of case tools are required for requirements specifications easily and do tasks more
effectively then people and also free people to do some tasks productively.
 Extension of further tool support for scenarios is required to overcome the problems that
occur in scenario management and usage.
 Further studies and experiments are required in Object –oriented methods to fully mature
this work.
 To limit task duplications and function overlaps in the projects, conceptual qualified use
case diagrams should be employed.
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 If users want to port there diagrams from one UML tool to another, this requires
capability to import and export to XML, a standard XML based file format for diagrams.
 A design and implementation of requirements specifications automation systems that can
automatically transform a graphical object-oriented requirements model to formal
specification in an object-oriented language.
 Further work should be done on the more use of formal requirement models that uses
formal notations to specify requirements and detect early errors easily. They should also
lead to reduce software developments cost. More emphasis should be given because these
days formal specifications are getting popularity.
 Use of strong modeling languages and tools are required to that can support modeling and
validating requirement models.
 Further development of various product metrics in connection to the use of modeling
languages for different modeling tasks.
 Research is required in future whether the applicability of a particular methodology
depends on the nature of the problem to be solved. Performance for all the methodologies
should be checked on various application domains.
 Further research in the use of conceptual models is required to gain more knowledge of
large organizations has been developed and which tools and techniques are useful for
specifications for design and implementation of usable systems.
 Extending the use of graphical descriptions techniques like UML for representing the
varying and multiple version requirement models.
 Research on integrating various tools into various platforms for automatically verifying
the requirement specifications.
 Research is required on various software development policies that would eliminate the
ill-formed requirements models.
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